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- ABSTRACT -

A rocket equipment prepared on-Contract-AF-6.1.--6)-4 6 for
measuring the three components of the magnetic field associated to the
V. L. F. wave radiated by the transmitter of Jim Creek (N. L. K.),
Washington on 18, 6 11c/s ha -. en- fired on a NIKE-AS? Rocket in EGLIN
Air Force Base (Virginia). A mechanical failure in the dielectric nose
cone of the rocket 3 seconds after i.'firing h"as compromised most of the
experimentation. Data on the aspect of the rocket along the earth magnetic
field during the first minute of the flight-he-been the only information to
be recorded. The three seconds of work of the V. L. F. equipment ha / -'L,-
shown a large interference of the V. L.F. receivers with the other equip-
ments of the nose cone as more important as the signal from Jim Creek
was very weak due to the large distance to Eglin Air Force Base of this
transmitter. N.S.S. transmitter in ANNAPOLIS has been first chosen
but was out 0 work at the timne of experirnentation.

I - DESCRIPTION OF THE ROCIMT EQUIPMENT -

In order to reach a physical. description of the propagation modes
of V. L.F. waves at high altitudes, it has been thought to carry out experi-
ments giving the amplitude and position in space of the magnetic field inten-
sity vectors, associated with the wave originated by a conventional ground
transmitter.

The magnetic comnponent of the wave is studied by means of
three orthogonal coils tied to the missile, the three corresponding induced

voltages being analyzed inside the missile and the data telemetered to the
ground.

The amplitude of these three components are measured by three
identical receivers as well as the phase between two components and the
third taken as a reference are measured by two identical phasemeters.
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'With these five parameters and the knowledge of the aspect of
the rocket, one can compute the amplitude and position in space of the
V. L. F. magnetic field vector and thus deduce absorption, direction of
propagation, status of polarization ...... of the wave.

The sensitivity of the equipment is such as correct measurements
can be made as long as the V. L. F. magnetic field is above 0, 1 ,' amp/meter.

I - DEVELOPMENT OF I HE EXPERVIMENTATION -

The firing of the NIKE-ASP Rocket was first planiedi or-t..e ene
of 1960 at VALLOCS,-ISLAND. Difficulties encountered in the final test
and in the matting of V. L.F. equipment with the other parts of the nose
cone obliged to rescheduled the firing for first of larch at EGLIN Air
Force Base. Simultaneous change in transmitter to be used has occured
so that it was decided to use Jim Creek instead of N. S.S. located in
ANNAPOLIS (iviar yland .

The main difficulties encountered was due to th interference

between V. L. F. receivers and noisy or powerful equipments of the nose
cone such as transistorized converter, beacon, telemetry, commutator,
transmitter.... Most of the interferences have been reduced during the
additional delay needed before the launching but not completely.

Preparation of firing has begun in EGLIN Air Force Base about
February 15 th, 1961. A special test-set was used for the test and calibration
of V. L.F. equipment.

This test-set carried from F1RANCE has suffered of the trans-
portation and needed about 3 or 4 days for being repaired and on work
again.

Test and calibration of the V. L. F. rocket borne equipment
began about one week- before the date planned for the firing. Some difficul-
ties appeared concerning the transmitting mode of Jim Creek. Indeed, it
was first planned that the V. L. F. transmission will be C71 but, in fact,
that was not possible and it has been decided to use a special code already
used by Jim Greek for others experimenters on V. L.F. wave. This code
was made of dots and dashes of special duration, and was not very well
matched with the band -ass of the equipmen.s. Elsewhere, the field
strength of this transmitter vas very weak. in EGLIN and consequently

the signal to noise ratio at the output of the receivers already affected
by a rest of interference, very poor..
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It was thought -that the signal strength will increase with the
altitude in the first part zof' the path of the rocket and -the experimentation
was still carried on~to the firing.

The firing was occtired as planned on March jst, 1961 -

10, 1 AM. local time. The nose cone ,broke up into two parts at H + 3 se-
conds. The frori. end packago was recovered few hundred feet from the pad.
Dislocation occurc.d at the junction section between the metallic and-dielec-
tric skin.covorng&he antennas.

It is assumed that the stress developped on the skin have been.
greater than these iused,;for the calculation of it, the safety margin being
not sufficient.

III - DATA R-ECCVERED -

111. 1 - V.L. F. data:

For all the reasoris already described no V, L. F. data has been
recovered., The -first three seconds only show a-large interference in the,
receiver and a very noisy signal. Sketch 1 shows the data issued from the
three receivers and the two phasemeters Ja paralle with the field strength
of Jim Greek recorded on the ground station. It canobe seen that it is very-
hard to distinguish the signal from the noise during thedash of transmis-
sion on-the air for the first three secondb.

III. 2 !r Magnetic aspect-data :

This data has been recorded' ,during the-first minute of the
flight until the equipment be out of worh.

Sketch. 2 shows -the value of the earth magnetic field along the
two-magnetometers of the nose cone (one is -parallel to the main axis, the,
other one perpendicular).

Sketch 3-gives the roll pcsition of the rocket around the main
axis -and the roll -rate.

'Sketch ' gives the angle between -the earth magnetic field and
the main-a-i of the rocket.
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Three main problems- have been pointed out during, the described
-experimentation -which nmust_-guid3 the future work.

The traniitter to be uced'niust be located quite nearer from
the~ ~~ lanhngae f' th6 rockets. It is thought that a next firing 'should'b

made from WVALLCPS-I5L 'AND using the ve.,:y near transrriittdr of- NT. S. S.
ANNAPOLIS (Mi.rylandY.

-The transm itting, code of the transraitter must. be- appropriate
to the-band-as of the V. L. F. receivers and to the experinient'to process.

It s-diugt:tht hebest code wol mcrade of long dashes CU! ot±, dine

I -~ seconds with. one second~ intervals.

I - -The interference between'the V.,L. F. bquiprtients and the,
othcrs eaui-wments.-must ~bc carefally prevented. For-thib reason, it' is
'thought that the totalc payloAd must be checked. ini C. N'.-E. T. Laboratorieri
in FRANCE- before going toth6 launching' area and that, every thing must be

~' ruade -for reducing the nuinobdr of'high level';ncise sources, in thd-nose- cone.
- T-or example, not to use 'iransistoriz~d converters but batteries,_ telerme-

-try co mmutator but se~eral subcarrie~rs, boacons -but tracki"ingf sy tenx
with-powverful radar like F,..S. 16,. .....

A new, pr oposal'is-,pre;-are-& by C.,N. 4T. for a firing of a
'NIKE-CAJUN Rocket taking in- account all these previous desires and
first contacts with-the Contractor- lb-t plan, this experimentation- for
Apr il 1962.

-- -- -- --
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